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Glasses

MagnifierThe other day I discovered

something amazing!



We don’t all see things

the same way.

Draw

a horse



Mummy's
glasses

Louis’
monocle

Victor’s
glasses

Anna’s
glasses 

Estela’s
glasses 

Mario’s
glasses

Blanca’s
glasses

Cynthia’s
glasses

Without 
glasses

I tried on a lot of

different people’s glasses,

but in the end I realised that it didn’t matter. 

Glasses aren’t the important thing.

It’s people who see things differently.

Don’t you believe it? 

Come along with me.



Does Picasso ring a bell?

He used to draw several 

perspectives in one painting.

Crazy!

Eye 
straight on

Eye 
profile

Nose

Do you like
my striped 
T-shirt?

Picasso loved them



Is this a sculpture?

Duchamp thought anything could be a 

work of ART.

Do you think a wheel on a stool is ART?

I’ve drawn myself
a beard 

and moustache

Duchamp stopped 
making ART and 
devoted himself 

to chess



A flower! Another flower!

And more!

More flowers!

Frida Kahlo would turn

her sadness into flowers.

I paint flowers too.

What about you?

I’ve put on my
sister’s dressI hope she doesn’t mind!

It’s so comfortable!



 Basquiat’s art was wild.

Like a scream. He used to paint 

his anger in a style that

looked like a child could do it.

Do you think it’s easy?

Try it! 

A crown!

Another crown!

Another one!

And another one!

How about my dreadlocks?
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The other day I discovered
something amazing!

We don’t all see things
the same way.

Don’t you believe it? 

A journey through ART by the hand
 of great contemporary artists.

A book to discover the artist within us. 


